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Abstract

This paper describes the design of a smart sensor for
detection of DNA hybridization. The sensor is

based on a direct electrical transduction principle: it mea-
sures impedance variation at the interface between a bio-

electrode and a solution containing the an-
al-vte. The smart sensor includes a complete signal condi-
tioning and processing subsystem based on an embedded

We outline the sensor architecture, and we de-
scribe in details board-level integration as well as hard-
ware and implementation and design choices. The 
accuracy of' our embedded solution has been evaluated by 
comparing it with a high-cost laboratory setup.
we provide measurements of real sensing structures which 
demonstrate thefunctionality of our system. 

1. Introduction

Smart sensors, which integrate transducers, signal con-
ditioning and processing electronics in a single device, 
have played an important role in changing our society and
lifestyle. These devices help people in collecting critical in-
formation on their environment and they often are embed-
ded in complex control systems that automatically adapt en-
vironmental characteristics temperature, luminosity)
to the user's preferences. The last few years have witnessed
an explosive growth of embedded applications for smart
sensors. For example virtually every new car contains nu-
merous smart sensors for engine control, safety and travel
comfort [ The main motivation for the widespread dif-
fusion of these devices is their low (and decreasing) cost,
coupled with high flexibility and ease of deployment.

The implementation of a smart sensor is the end point of
an evolutionary path whose key phases can be summarized
as follows: (phase-])discovery of a sensing and transduc-

principle; (phase-2) quantitative analysis and model-
ing, (phase-3)development of high-cost sensors for labora-
tory applications, (phase-4)miniaturization and board-level
integration based on commodity electronic components,
(phase-5)single-chip integration. Deployment of smart sen-

sors in embedded systems is possible starting from the 
fourth phase. In many cases single-chip integration is never 
achieved because of its high NRE cost and it many technol-
ogy challenges.

In this paper we focus on bio-sensors and, more specif-
ically, on genetic sensors, which can detect the key bio-
molecular interactions at the basis of gene expression pro-
cesses. In this area, a new and important line of sensors
development is based on the direct electrical detection of
the main bio-molecular interaction in genetics, namely DNA
hybridization. Highly-parallel DNA hybridization detection 
systems (know as DNA-microarrays [ are widespread
in laboratories, and they have rapidly become one of the
main tools used by biologists for analyzing the genetic ori-
gins of biological processes. Microarrays are based on an
optical sensing and transduction principle, which implies
extra steps in processing input samples (a process known as
labeling) as well as expensive optical transducers and post-
processing equipment.

For this reason, the leading commercial bio-sensors for
DNA hybridization are "phase three" products: they are de-
signed for laboratory usage, hence they are expensive, hard 
to use and not accessible to the general public or event to 
physicians for point-of-care usage. Several research efforts
are under way, aiming at the development of new DNA hy-
bridization detection systems with the potential for becom-
ing phase-4 (andphase-5) smart sensors. These devices are 
generally characterized by label-free operation as well as di-
rect electrical detection of hybridization. Even though sev-
eral label-free direct electrical DNA hybridization sensors 
have been proposed in the literature 13, 18, none has 
been yet developed beyond phase- or phase-2.

The main contribution of this paper is the first self-
contained design of a capacitive label-free DNA sensor
based on COTS components sensor). Our im-
plementation integrates the sensor within
basedboard, which enables customization and self-tuning
by exploiting the flexibility of programmable components. 
The accuracy of the phase-4 implementation has been as-
sessed by comparing it with a laboratory setup which
interfaces the sensor with data acquisition and signal gen-
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instruments and manipulates incoming data with a
PC equipped with standard test, measure and control soft-
ware.

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section 
we provide basic background information on smart sensors 
and on DNA sensors. Section 4 describes the transduction
principle. Section 5 describes the hardware and software de-
sign of our smart sensor. Section 6 details experimental re-
sults and provide a comparison with a high-cost laboratory 
setup. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2. Background

In the present landscape of commercially available sens-
ing devices, a key role is played by sensors fabricated us-
ing processes derived from the microelectronic industry.
Among the main reasons of the success of these devices 
is that they are integrated in a limited space and at low
cost with other (traditional) electronic parts dedicated to 
signal processing, data collection, interfacing and, possibly,
wireless remote connection. All these functions, if not per-
formed by the sensor device itself, result quite time and re-
source consuming and not so accurate as if performed in-
situ. Biosensors, sensors incorporating biological el-
ements, are finding use in increasingly broader ranges of
applications, such as clinical diagnosis food production
and analysis, and many others. Within the broad field of 
biosensors, DNA sensors aim at the detection of the
specific binding reaction between two molecules of DNA
(hybridization). A detailed treatment of the biochemical ba-
sis of hybridization is beyond the scope of this paper (the 
interested reader is referred to [ for an excellent intro-
ductory treatment). For our purpose, it is sufficient to un-
derstand that DNA molecules can be described as linear
sequences of four different basic components (called
cleotides). DNA can be found in two states: single-stranded

a single linear sequence) and double-stranded. Dur-
ing hybridization, two single-stranded molecules bind to
become a double-stranded molecule. This chemical reac-
tion takes place (with high probability) only if the
cleotide sequences of the two single-stranded molecules 

on a nucleotide-by-nucleotide basis. DNA 
sors use custom-designed single-stranded DNA molecules
as recognizing elements (probes) for sub-sequences in the
DNA of test samples. If hybridization between the probe 
and the sample DNA can be reliably detected, then the ge-
netic signuture of the organism can be determined by virtue
of the one-to-one affinity relationship.

3. Previous Work

Micro-arrays based on optical detection of DNA-
hybridization represent the state of the art [ and are 

now are capable of testing hundreds of thousands dif-
ferent probes in parallel (Fig. Each site of the ar-
ray hosts probes with a unique sequence. Sample se-
quences which need to be identified are labelled with
mophores molecules and spread on the array surface. After
specific recognition between the sample and its comple-
mentary probe the device is observed optically to localize
the chromophores, revealing the unknown sample se-
quence. This technology presents two main limitations: 
the cost of the instrument which has to detect and trans-
duce the optical signal and, as already mentioned, the ne-
cessity of a labelling step which implies additional reagents 
and can lead to sample pollution. One

rection of evolution, which addresses the first limitation 
of DNA microarray, is fully electrical detection. It still ex-
ploits labels (enzymes) bound on the target DNA, which 
generate red-ox currents upon hybridization, when the so-
lution containing the sample is polarized with a poten-
tial difference The obvious advantage of this approach 
is avoiding external complex and expensive optical in-
struments without decreasing performance, in particular 
sensibility, of the sensors with respect to optical detec-
tion.

To further advance the state of the art, researchers are de-
veloping label-free techniques to avoid the modification of 
DNA targets, further reducing costs and time 15, 18, 4, 9,
16, 2, Among these attempts, a fully-electrical tech-
nique based on the measurement of the changes of electri-
cal properties (impedance) of the in-
terface has been implemented starting from standard elec-
trochemical interface analysis methodologies as
perometry impedance spectroscopy [ or exploiting
field effect devices The most relevant disadvantage of 
these techniques is the use of a three-electrode set-up that
increases the complexity of the system. Commercial imple-
mentations of sensors based on impedance label-free detec-
tion have still not been presented. 

4. Sensing Principle 

Our system is based on an electrochemical approach 
which exploits a label-free detection technique based on ca-
pacitance measurements of bio-modified
interfaces It requires the immobilization of 

Figure 1. Microarray detection technique.
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stranded DNA molecules of known sequence on a
conducting electrode surface (electrode functionalization).
Functionalized electrodes are then immersed in a physio-
logic solution. When target DNA molecules (coming from
a biological sample) are introduced in the solution they bind 
to the probes only if their sequences match. The binding of
sample molecules on a functionalized electrode changes the
impedance of the electrode-solution interface. The measure-
ment set-up is based on an electrochemical cell which con-
sists of two electrodes immersed in an electrolyte solution. 
The interface can be modeled with capacitance and resis-
tance as shown in Fig. 2. 

The DNA interface modification introduces insulating
layers between electrode and solution and the value of the
capacitive component is strongly affected by their
physical characteristics. When DNA hybridization occurs, 
target molecules are blocked near the surface and change 
the structure of the interface, in particular they increase the
distance between electrode and solution, thereby modify-
ing the impedance of the interface. The charge-based ca-
pacitance measurement (CBCM) technique [5] can measure
the variation of the capacitive component of the
solution interface impedance. The principle of this tech-
nique is to charge and discharge, at an appropriate fre-
quency, the impedance under test and to measure its equiv-
alent capacitance from the average current in a half-period
(Fig. 3 ) . In fact, ideally, average current is proportional to 
capacitance, to frequency and to the step voltage applied to
the capacitance itself, as shown in the following equation: 

Where is known. To extract capacitance, one can mea-
sure I , t , ,? for different frequencies and calculate the slope
of the interpolated curve versus . This method has
been widely employed for the measurement of on-chip par-
asitic capacitances [ 3 ] reaching very high accuracy limits.
Alternatively, the current signal can be converted to a digi-
tal voltage signal and processed by a PC to perform averag-
ing and capacitance extraction (Fig. 3).

The main advantage of CBCM technique compared to
standard complex impedance meters based on analog 
soidal signals is that it lends itself to a simple

using digital input signals. In fact, the analog part can
be reduced to an converter followed by an AID con-
verter. A laboratory setup for performing CBCM requires a
signal generator, to control the switches, and a current me-
ter. The data coming from the current meter must then be
processed by a PC to perform averaging and capacitance
extraction.

5. Hardware and Software Design 

The purpose of our design is to develop a low cost sys-
tem to replace all the laboratory instruments that are con-
nected to the CBCM cell, as well as the data-processing
software running on the PC. The output of the system is in
digital form, and can be either directly visualized on a LCD
or forwarded to other subsystems through standard digital 
links USB, etc.). Our implementation is based
on p-controller that processes directly the signals produced 
by the cell. The p-controller also controls pulse generation 
(frequency and amplitude) by mean of a DAC converter,
processes data sampled by the ADC converter and calcu-
lates in charge and discharge cycles. In the next sub-
section we describe in detail both the hardware and software
design of our smart sensor.

5.1. Hardware

As shown in Fig. 4 the system set-up is based on
controller that controls one DAC device, to generate a
square wave input signal to the cell, and an ADC device
which samples and sends output cell current values (con-
verted to voltages) to the On the board there 
is also an OP-AMP with tunable gain to amplify output sig-
nal. At the end of the measurement, the capacitance value 
is available in digital form on a serial interface. The

conversion is performed with a precision resis-
tor of appropriate value related to the capacitance range. 

The p-controller is an 128 8-bit, high per-
formance, low power consumption and very low cost. It is
the core of the system, since it controls time and synchro-
nization among all components. The possibility to program
this device is the most important point to guarantee flexibil-
ity and portability.

Figure 3. Principle of CBCM principle

Figure 2. Electrode/solution interface model

T/2 = T/2=
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Figure 4. Block diagram

The DAC is a MAX536 [1 with four Out-channels and
bits program word The upper value is gener-

ated by an and the lower value by means
of a diode The control word is sent every 
time it is necessary to change the output signal, 
ing an SPI protocol. The component, used to am-
plify the output signal, is a low noise OPAMP and it is con-
nected with a variable feed-back resistance to regulate gain. 
The ADC is a MAX186 a bits and 8 channels con-
verter. In case of both positive and negative values (as in our
case), a complement integer between to

is generated.

ference is below a small threshold defined a priori, the fre-
quency is low enough to finish the discharge (or charge)
transient and the current value reaches a constant value. 
The procedure starts from the maximum frequency, takes 
2 5 samples before the following square-wave edge, calcu-
lates partial areas, and compare their areas: if the condition
imposed by the threshold is verified for 10 consecutive tran-
sients, then the frequency can be used for the measurement.
If this condition is not verified, the frequency is decreased
and the procedure is repeated (Fig.

Figure 5. Tuning principle

5.2. Software

The programming languages used for
are C and Assembler. First of all, the program identifies in 
a self-tuning step, the maximum frequency that allows cor-
rect measurement (see below), then it performs mea-
surements at different frequencies and it finally calculates 
capacitance. The square wave is generated from the DAC
which receives control words from 28, changes
and holds its output value until the next command. The
frequency is controlled by means of a counter in the 
Mega 128, that generates an interrupt twice in a period.

Data acquisition starts just after the square wave edge.
The sends ADC control bits, waits until the
ADC has sampled and converted the data, The sampling
time window should be wide enough to allow communi-
cation of 32 bit plus the time for sampling and conversion.
If these operation are performed sequentially, the maximum
achievable sample rate is 25 To increase performance,
the ADC allows also a parallel data transfer 
which increases sample rate to 40

The CBCM technique assumes that the charge (or dis-
charge) transient are completed (total charge is measured as
the area under the current waveform when the transient has 
stabilized). In general, the capacitance value, hence the time
constant, is not known a priori. To guarantee correct oper-
ation, a tuning step is required before starting the measure-
ment: this step determines the maximum frequency to per-
form correct measurements.

In a laboratory setup, this tuning step is manually per-
formed. To automate self-tuning, we implemented an itera-
tive procedure that compares the last part of the transient ob-
tained with progressively decreasing frequencies: if the

When the system finds the maximum frequency, the test
is stopped and a variable is set. Starting from this value, the
function generates a vector of frequencies which
belong to this new range. The average time that is needed to
perform this preliminary test is around that is compati-
ble with biological systems. 

After self-tuning, capacitance can be correctly measured.
To do that, in principle it is necessary to calculate average 
currents for different frequencies and then calculate capaci-
tance from equation (1). The system measures average volt-
age, which is proportional to current thanks to the resistor 
between the output cell and ground (Fig. 4). The following
equation also considers the gain due to the OP-AMP
and the current-to-voltage resistance 

Therefore, assuming ideal capacitive behavior, it is pos-
sible to calculate m as the slope of the linear interpolated 
curve by least squares fitting and to calculate the capaci-
tance from the following equation: 

Capacitance is calculated sampling 10 half-period volt-
age transients. Each transient is sampled before
the end of the half-period to timely enable the
interrupts, that are disabled during ADC sampling. In fact, 
an internal counter generates an interrupt twice in a period
to warn the to change the DAC output voltage. 
Nevertheless, if the frequency has been defined according 
to the previous tuning process, the transient is expected to
end at least before the end of the half-period.
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6. Experimental Results

CAP Lub-equipment

4.7 4.63 1.4
2.2 2.18 0.94

1

Error (%)

6.2. Performance comparison 

p-controller
Error (%)

4.66 0.82 
2.13 2.87
9.90 0.92

The main electronic components used to build the sys-
tem are off-the-shelf and inexpensive. Therefore, the
cost of the complete system-on-board can be estimated
of about mainly determined by the p-controller,
ADC and DAC components. Instead, the overall cost for
a Lab-equipment set-up can be extimated to be around ten 
thousand (in this case virtual instrumentation is con-
sidered). The power consumption has been evaluated in idle
state and during measurement: its average value is
without important variations during measurement. The sys-
tem has been tested on a wide range of discrete capac-
itances (from to (section and it has
also been employed to determine the equivalent capaci-
tance of an electrochemical two-electrode cell. The tuning
procedure has been tested with and dis-
crete capacitances to verify the correct estimation of maxi-
mum frequency (section 6.1).

Lub-equipment

A Lab-equipment and the set-up are com-
pared for a capacitance range starting from to
In particular, we focused on two capacitance ranges that are
characteristic of macro and micro elec-
trodes, respectively. The macro-electrodes range was cho-
sen from to while the micro-electrodes range
was chosen from to according to available 
data [2] which associates capacitance for to an

interface. The current to voltage conver-
sion resistor was for larger capacitances and 
for smaller ones, respectively. Results related to four large
capacitances are shown in Tab. comparing the two mea-
surement systems. Relative errors associated with capaci-
tance measurements are below for both set-ups.

Measurement Error (%)
147.8 1.46
149.34 0.43

0.35 I 2 5 7 I 0.356 1 8

6.1. Tuning Table 1. Comparison between the two systems
from to capacitance range 

The tuning procedure determines the maximum
frequency which allows the RC circuit (load resistor-cell
capacitance) to be completely charged and discharged. This
is the highest fequency for which Equation 2 is verified. 
Hence, the linear relationship between and V predicted
by Equation 2 is observed for all frequencies lower than 

The value of can be clearly observed on av-
erage voltage-frequency plot. For frequencies higher than

the linear relationship is lost, as shown Fig.6.
At the maximum frequency determined after self-tuning,
the deviation from the linear behavior is always below 
thereby confirming the robustness and accuracy of the pro-
cedure described in section 5.2.

Lab-equipment and set-ups have been 
tested in the range of to capacitance to es-
timate the performance expected on micro-electrode
cells In both cases, the curve of exper-
imental data versus nominal values has been plotted
and the linear interpolation has been used as a calibra-
tion curve. 

The calibration is necessary in particular for the
equipment implementation because it presents a positive
shift of about compared to the nominal value, instead, 
the p-controller system presents a shift of only 2 -

(Fig. 7). The reduction of parasitics is a consequence of the 
more compact on-board implementation. Nevertheless, ex-
ploiting the calibration curves it is possible to eliminate the
systematic error. 

I caoacitance value 

Table 2. measurement test 

Performing measurements of known capacitance in the
micro-electrode range and exploiting calibration curves, it
is possible to estimate the error with respect to the nominal
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Figure 6. Deviation from linear behavior
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mented by means of a p-controller feedback procedure has 
been evaluated. The system has also been tested and com-
pared in terms of accuracy with a laboratory high-cost im-
plementation of the same charge-based capacitive measure-
ment technique, showing better performance. Moreover, a
programmable p-controller allows for high flexibility and 
multi-functionality of the system. In particular, the system 
could host and manage additional components, such as a
wireless interface or other sensors
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value and compare the two systems. An example of mea-
surement using capacitance is shown in Tab. 2. Re-
sults show tha the p--controller board exhibits smaller errors 
on capacitance measurement even in this range. 

6.3. Electrochemical two-electrode cell 

The set-up has been employed to mea-
sure the equivalent capacitance of an electrochemical sens-
ing system. The system-on-board has been connected to a
cell of two gold electrodes immersed in an elec-
trolyte solution. Three different cells have been tested, bare
gold electrodes, one bare gold and a chemo-modified gold

one bare gold and a bio-modified
gold (thiol-ended single-stranded 30-mer oligonucleotides). 
As the equivalent capacitance is mainly determined by
the interface capacitances, bare gold capac-
itance can be calculated from the first cell measurement
as Chemo and bio-modification of the gold 
surface leads to an interface capacitance decrease. The en-
tity of the variation is related to the biochemical nature of
the molecular layer formed on the surface and to its confor-
mation. In fact, a lower capacitance value has been mea-
sured for the cells that hosted chemo- and bio-modified
electrodes. In particular, chemo-modified gold exhibits a ca-
pacitance of while bio-modified exhibits a ca-
pacitance of In agreement with literature val-
ues [ chemo-modification leads to a higher capacitance
decrease.

7. Conclusions

In this work we have developed and tested an embedded 
system-on-board for DNA detection. The main advantages
of this DNA sensor implementation compared to commer-
cially available systems are to avoid the use of high-cost
detectors and the pre-treatment of the sample to introduce
marker molecules. Moreover, the system is stand-alone and
low-cost. Self-tuning functionality, which has been 
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